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Regulation 19 Consultation 

This representation refers to: Sustainability Appraisal Report, specifically: Appendix 12, pp. 661-672 
SHLAAPYR003 (land rear of Lovelace Drive) and pp. 673-684 SHLAAPYR004 (land rear of Aviary Road); 
and, Appendix 13, Tables 1 and 7, GB11 / SHLAAPYR003 (land rear of Lovelace Drive). 

1. Introduction 

Although the Site Allocations DPD main document does not make reference to these two sites, appendices 12 
and 13 of the Sustainability Appraisal Report contain various statements regarding the suitability of sites 
SHLAAPYR003 and SHLAAPYR004 for removal from the Green Belt; which, in our view are erroneous and/or 
otherwise unsound.  However, before addressing those matters, it should be made clear that, as has been 
demonstrated in the Site Allocations DPD, the housing needs of Woking can be met more than adequately 
without using either of these sites and therefore there is no reason whatsoever for them to be removed from 
the Green Belt. 

The Pyrford Green Belt Action Group believes that no Green Belt sites should be ‘safeguarded’ for development. 
The proposed safeguarding of Green Belt land contradicts CS 3.3 (4) Spatial Vision, Objectives and Strategy, 
which states the objective: “To protect the integrity of the Green Belt and to harness its recreational benefits for 
the community”.  Green Belt land is a finite resource, once developed it is gone forever and therefore its use 
must be inherently unsustainable and contrary to the objectives of the National Planning Policy Framework NPPF 
2012 (revised in 2018). We strongly urge Woking Council to halt the harmful dismantling of the Green Belt in 
Woking.  Proposals to build on the Green Belt contradict the Government’s commitment to protect Green Belts, 
reaffirmed in the Housing White Paper of 7th February 2017.  Woking should more fully develop opportunities to 
increase housing density and develop brownfield, and other sites, not in the Green Belt. 

In the period 1939-2015 the population of Woking quadrupled whilst the population of London during the same 
period was essentially flat.  WBC now has no democratic mandate to continue this policy.  It is the mix of 
dwellings that needs to change to meet evolving demand, and this should be the planning focus. 

Mr J. Carolin, Chair 
Pyrford Green Belt Action Group 
Pyrford 
Woking, Surrey 

14th December 2018 

FAO The Planning Policy Team 
Woking Borough Council 
Civic Offices 
Gloucester Square 
Woking, Surrey 
GU21 6YL 
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The Pyrford fields (sites SHLAAPYR003 and SHLAAPYR004) had been selected for removal from the Green Belt in 
earlier phases of site allocations as a result of a faulty process.  The extant NPPF (2012) at the time of the 
Woking Green Belt Review (2014) stated in paragraph 83 that “Once established, Green Belt boundaries should 
only be altered in exceptional circumstances, through the preparation or review of the Local Plan. At that time, 
authorities should consider the Green Belt boundaries having regard to their intended permanence in the long 
term, so that they should be capable of enduring beyond the plan period.”  

The current NPPF (2018) states in paragraph 136 that “Once established, Green Belt boundaries should only be 
altered where exceptional circumstances are fully evidenced and justified”. 

The choice of the Pyrford fields was an unsafe decision based on inadequate evidence and could not be justified 
as a decision capable of enduring in the long term, either then or now. 

 

2. Faulty procedure 

The Green Belt Review erroneously selected Randall’s Field (site SHLAAPYR003) for removal from the Green Belt.  
The Aviary Road Field (site SHLAAPYR004) was not selected at that stage but was introduced into the process on 
the sole basis of availability.  Therefore appendices 12 and 13 of the Sustainability Appraisal Report continue to 
embody an evidence base that is unsound. 

2.1. Critical Green Belt purpose 

The Green Belt Review selected Randall’s Field (site SHLAAPYR003) for removal from the Green Belt despite 
concluding that the field served two critical green belt purposes: (i) Restricting sprawl and (ii) Safeguarding 
the countryside from encroachment. 

2.2. Sustainability 

The Green Belt Review ranked Randall’s field only 18th of 31 sites in terms of sustainability. It was noted that 
it is not near to a town centre, secondary school or General Practitioner and Public Transport is limited.  The 
subsequent process did not provide any reasonable justification for reintroducing the Pyrford fields, 
particularly when there are several alternative sites which have performed better in terms of their suitability 
and/or sustainability metrics.  

2.3. Methodology 

There has been no comprehensive review of the Green Belt around Woking, nor of all open spaces in Woking 
but not in the Green Belt.  Only certain sites have been identified and not all have been subject to equal and 
consistent assessment.   Some sites have been broken down into sub-parcels and subjected to a more 
refined appraisal, while others have been identified as potentially suitable but are not considered further 
due to a lack of information about ownership and availability.   This cannot be a sound means of determining 
areas suitable for release over the period being considered, certainly not when altering the Green Belt is a 
possible outcome and there is a requirement to demonstrate “exceptional circumstances”.  

The methodology of The Green Belt Review stated that “At each stage, areas of land were eliminated from 
consideration, to leave a series of sites at the end of the process, that are considered most acceptable in 
Green Belt terms as well as being sustainable and deliverable.” Since Randall’s Field was deemed to be 
unsuitable for removal from Green Belt in terms of both critical Green Belt purposes and sustainability; this 
left only ‘availability’. 
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2.4. Availability 

A report prepared by LDA Design, a respected planning consultancy, stated that in The Green Belt Review: 
“Land use and availability considerations have been drawn into the assessment process and are given great 
weight, resulting in Parcels being identified for Green Belt release which perform ‘Critical’ Green Belt 
purposes and are unlikely to deliver sustainable development.” 

The report further stated: “Introducing ‘availability’ as an overriding determinant of whether land should be 
released from the Green Belt is problematic as it directly undermines the methodology designed to identify 
the importance of the land for Green Belt purposes according to the National Planning Policy Framework 
(“NPPF”), and indicates a disregard for the assessment method established by the Green Belt Review to rank 
the land Parcels according to their Green Belt purposes and sustainability credentials.” 

Pyrford Green Belt Action Group contends that ‘availability’ is not a relevant consideration when selecting 
sites for safeguarding beyond the plan period.  As ‘availability’ is the only justification being offered, against 
clear evidence that the site is not suitable for removal from the Green Belt, then the decision to include 
Randall’s Field could not be justified. It is recognised that WBC subsequently changed its position on 
Randall’s Field, but the flawed body of evidence has not been put right, leaving the site vulnerable. 

2.5. Selection of the Aviary Road Field 

The process by which the Aviary Road Field (site SHLAAPYR004) was short-listed and then selected to be 
removed from the Green Belt had no rationality or transparency. It was not supported even by the Green 
Belt Review, thus no evidence exists to support this decision. It is recognised that WBC subsequently 
changed its position on Aviary Road Field, but the flawed body of evidence, or lack of it, has not been put 
right, leaving the site vulnerable. 

 

3. Natural, Historic and Cultural Assets, Landscapes 

Woking Council’s sustainability appraisal scored the two Pyrford fields as a double negative for the impact that 
development would have on natural, historic and cultural assets, and landscape.  The Green Belt Review had 
correctly concluded that there is a major environmental constraint to developing each of the fields. The fields 
were assessed as ranging from having a strong unspoilt rural character to a predominantly intact rural character 
having little or no capacity for change. The rural character of the area is highly valued by residents and visitors 
alike. 

Both Pyrford fields are in an environmentally sensitive area. Large flocks of farmland birds overwinter in the 
fields and protected mammals have made their home in the field margins. The Pyrford fields are an important 
winter roosting area for reed buntings which, like many farmland birds, are declining in numbers.  There would 
be a net loss to biodiversity if the fields were built on. This is counter to the principle stated in the Natural 
Woking Strategy (April 2016) which states “Biodiversity is a key element of the vision of a sustainable Borough”.  
This loss would not be mitigated by the upgrading of any alternative natural greenspace because it is specific to 
loss of farmland. 

This area is identified as an ‘Escarpment and rising ground of Landscape importance’ protected by Woking Core 
Strategy CS24. The landscape of the area has been identified by the Surrey Landscape Character Assessment as 
having a rural feel to which the fields contribute. The fields provide an important setting for the extensive 
heritage assets in the area including Pyrford Court and Gardens, Aviary Road Conservation Area, Pyrford Village 
Conservation Area and Pyrford Common Site of Nature Conservation Importance (SNCI).  

Randall’s Field is bound by mature tree and shrub belts which substantially screen the urban edge of Woking.   
All the trees within this site are covered by a tree protection order.  The Aviary Road field is open, sitting on top 
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of the south-east facing slope of the Wey Valley and with connecting views between the escarpment, river valley 
and beyond to the Surrey Hills Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB).   Development would have an impact 
on the character of both sites and result in the loss of sensitive landscape features.  

The two sites, together with the adjoining woodland and fields, form a relatively narrow tract of land that 
provides a continuous stretch of uninterrupted countryside between the town and river valley (a Biodiversity 
Opportunity Area). The sites also form part of a rare example in this part of Surrey of an area of rural landscape 
that has not been lost and degraded by golf course blight.  Most importantly, the two sites play an important 
role in containing the southern edge of Woking, and providing a strong landscape context for the village of 
Pyrford. WBC’s evaluations have ignored these important landscape considerations. 

Purpose 4 of the Green Belt ‘to preserve the setting and special character of historic towns’ as defined in the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) was removed from the Green Belt Review as it was considered 
irrelevant to Woking, and the assessment consistently neglected to consider important historic assets within the 
Borough.  

While we note that Woking is not formally considered an historic town, historic assets should still be assessed in 
combination with other important local considerations relevant to the setting of Woking.  Moreover, Pyrford is 
an historic English village in its own right, and is recorded in the Doomsday Book.  The original deer park pale 
surrounding Woking Palace, designated an Ancient Monument, is a feature of Pyrford Common (SNCI), and 
overall the Pyrford Neighbourhood Plan details 40 listed and other buildings of architectural importance in the 
Forum area.    

More particularly, Pyrford has a number of important heritage buildings whose historic setting would be 
damaged by development at Aviary Road and Randalls Fields.  Pyrford is very old, the pre-historic Pyrford Stone, 
stands by the B367 looking across the fields, St Nicholas Church, Grade 1 listed, dates back to the 12th Century.  
Close by, medieval buildings at Lady Place Cottage, Church Farm, Stone Farm and Wheelers Farm are all Grade 2 
listed. Pyrford Court and the Bothy are Grade 2 listed and The Pyrford Court Gardens are on the Register of 
Historic Parks and Gardens.   

Pyrford provides a rural and historic gateway into modern Woking and development on the Pyrford fields would 
damage this irrevocably. This is not a trivial matter to be simply resolved by mitigation measures as WBC 
contends. 

The route into Woking along the B367 takes in some of “the most breath-taking, unspoilt scenery in Surrey” The 
Pyrford Green Belt Action Group consider that to damage this landscape and the setting of Pyrford’s historic 
buildings would be vandalism. 

See: https://pyrfordactiongroup.wordpress.com/2016/06/17/the-heritage-road-to-woking/. 

 

4. Rights of way 

The footpaths and bridleways in the area are recognised as being of special importance. The country feel of the 
area, provided by the open fields, draws people from all over the county to walk, cycle and ride in the area.  The 
footpaths are ancient and afford attractive views, including uninterrupted views of the North Downs. The 
Natural Woking Strategy directly recognises the importance of this green infrastructure and highlights “the 
benefits that enjoying our green spaces can bring including to our own health and well-being”. 

 

 

 

 

https://pyrfordactiongroup.wordpress.com/2016/06/17/the-heritage-road-to-woking/
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5. Affordable housing 

The Government Housing White Paper recommends higher density building. This is inappropriate in Pyrford, an 
area surrounded by Conservation Areas. The genuine need for smaller properties would be better met 
elsewhere.  Typically, developers of desirable greenfield land scheduled for housing prefer to build large 
executive homes which do not satisfy the need for genuinely affordable housing; and ‘game’ the planning system 
accordingly.  This results in using irreplaceable Green Belt for distinctly unexceptional purposes. 

 

6. Community involvement, action and support 

Much is made of the idea that communities should be involved in deciding where houses are built. The Pyrford 
Neighbourhood Plan has not allocated housing on the Green Belt in the Forum area; this is because there is a 
clear wish by the community to keep the fields in the Green Belt. 

Over 700 residents signed our petition which stated: “We the undersigned call on Woking Borough Council to 
protect the countryside in Pyrford from a development of over 400 houses by keeping the two fields either side of 
Upshot Lane in the Green Belt.” 

Another, online petition has over 900 signatures. The Council has proved itself willing to listen to landowners 
and developers but not to Pyrford Residents. 

See: https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/save-the-pyrford-green-belt 

Some 99.65% of 32,712 points raised by residents to the Regulation 18 consultation were dismissed with the 
phrase “No further modification is proposed as a result of this representation”.  

See: https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/analysis_of_responses_to_public#incoming-985641 

This is despite many objections being valid and in contradiction of the values expressed in the Core Strategy 
(1.5).  Supporters of Pyrford Green Belt Action Group regard this as public manipulation rather than public 
consultation. 

 

7. Infrastructure 

The NPPF paragraph 84 states that “When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt boundaries local planning 
authorities should take account of the need to promote sustainable patterns of development”. 

7.1. Roads 

Changes to the roads in Pyrford are impossible without harming the essential character of the village. Our 
narrow roads are built on ancient trackways and contribute to the rural character of the area. The B382 Old 
Woking Road is already a severely congested road. The impact of additional traffic from other 
developments could be substantial and traffic analyses do not take all of the proposed developments into 
account; namely, the enlarged International School (200 to 1100 pupils), developments at Sheer House and 
Broadoaks in West Byfleet, development at West Hall and Sheerwater; let alone the impact of development 
of the two Pyrford fields. Furthermore, there are other large developments proposed (all within 4 miles of 
Pyrford) but outside the Woking boundary; namely, Burnt Common, Garlicks Arch, Send, Ripley and Wisley 
Airfield. This cannot be a plan for sustainable development in any meaningful sense. 

The B367 which runs through the centre of Pyrford is already severely congested during the school run 
period. The Pyrford Neighbourhood Plan has identified the verges along this route as playing a significant  

https://you.38degrees.org.uk/petitions/save-the-pyrford-green-belt
https://www.whatdotheyknow.com/request/analysis_of_responses_to_public#incoming-985641
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role in contributing to the character of the village. Widening of this road is not an option. An alternative 
route around the centre of the village uses the Pyrford Road. This, however, meets a junction with the Old 
Woking Road where traffic is frequently at a standstill. 

The B367 and Upshot Lane priority junction is already busy with traffic and is an accident cluster.   This 
indicates there may be issues with the design, layout or condition of the local highway network.  Access into 
the Pyrford Fields from Upshot Lane would be problematic due to the existing, dense, tree line/hedgerow 
that borders the site.   The result would be a large amount of tree clearance and land take from the Site, 
which would reduce overall capacity and/or cause inappropriate development.  Both sites could also be 
accessed from the B367 Pyrford Common Road but this would also result in substantial tree loss and direct 
vehicular access onto trunk roads is not desirable.  

Consideration has been given to a roundabout at the priority junction but this would require a very large 
diameter, resulting in significant tree loss and landscape/heritage impacts.   Additionally the area is 
considered to be of archaeological importance.  Pedestrian access to the sites is also considered to be 
problematic due to the lack of existing footway provision and speed of traffic along the local roads.  

Additional traffic generated by the large number of new households proposed would not only be 
inconvenient; it would increase levels of noise and air pollution, damaging to both people and wildlife. 
Again this is not sustainable development. 

7.2. Public transport 

Public transport is limited in Pyrford and no attention has been paid to cycle routes or safety.  The Pyrford 
fields are remote from the railway system.  Without reasonable access to either West Byfleet Station or 
Woking station most journeys will be made by car, including those to station carparks.  This will create 
further traffic congestion particularly in pinch points in Pyrford village.  Efforts to relieve these pinch points 
would be self-defeating because it would merely encourage further through-traffic volume to take 
advantage of the improved flows. 

7.3. Health care facilities 

Pyrford’s local health centre is the Madeira Road Health Centre in West Byfleet; as are the nearest dental 
surgeries and opticians. There is no pharmacy in Pyrford. It is unclear if any of the health practitioners 
would be able to cope with an additional 400 plus households on Patient lists. This contradicts the Core 
Strategy, Woking Sustainable Community Strategy section 1.31 which envisages “a community which values 
personal health and well-being”. 

7.4. Schools 

The newly rebuilt Pyrford Primary school and Pre-school nurseries are heavily over-subscribed. There would 
be no school places to serve the proposed additional 400 households.  The “framework for securing the 
necessary infrastructure to support development, including transport, education, health, utilities, community 
facilities, open spaces and green infrastructure” as specified in Woking Council’s Core Strategy is severely 
compromised. 
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8. Agricultural land 

Climate change and political and economic uncertainties underscore the need to keep productive agricultural 
land intact. The NPPF paragraph 112 states that: “Local planning authorities should take into account the 
economic and other benefits of the best and most versatile agricultural land”. English Nature have stated that the 
Pyrford fields have not been examined to determine their agricultural grade.  It is probable that the fields are 
classified as 3a Category i.e. “Best and most versatile agricultural land” classification.  In any event, this arable 
land is currently being productively farmed.  This certainly is not the marginal, poorly utilised land that some 
policy envisaged taking out of Green Belt.  Quite bizarrely, the Green Belt Review in paragraph 3.3.20 stated that 
“in the context of Woking Borough there are only very limited choices in terms of options for urban extensions. 
Therefore we have not considered Agricultural Land Classification to be a major constraint at this stage.”   
Consequently, subsequent evaluations have wrongly characterised the nature of this land. 

 

9. With specific regard to proposed development adjoining Pyrford at West Hall, West Byfleet (ref GB10) 

Dodds Lane, part of the Venus Cycle Trail, is an ancient footpath running in a narrow strip of woodland between 
Dodds Bridge on the Wey Navigation Canal and Pyrford Road. The path separates the West Hall fields in West 
Byfleet from Pyrford. The Pyrford Green Belt Action Group object to this massive development of 555 houses 
and 15 traveller sites adjacent to Pyrford.  This area of Green Belt is farmland and has been so for centuries. The 
orchard at West Hall is a part of Britain's agricultural heritage, the Byfleet Seedling apple was developed here in 
1915. The loss of this land, like the Pyrford fields, cannot be ‘mitigated’ and is therefore unsustainable.   

As discussed similarly in 7.1, 7.3 and 7.4 above, health services, schools and roads would be unable to cope, 
despite any platitudes to the contrary.   
 
 

10. Representation at the public Examination  

The Pyrford Green Belt Action Group reserves the right to request to speak in defence of the Pyrford Fields and 
of the Woking Green Belt at any future public Examination. 

 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
John Carolin 
Chair, Pyrford Green Belt Action Group  

 

 

 


